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Municipal Baths in Stratford.
ROMFORD ROAD INSTALLATION OF THE WEST HAM
CORPORATION.
THE provision of municipal baths in the Stratford
district to serve the northern portion of the
Borough of West Ham had been under consideration by the council for many years and so long
ago as the year 1898, a site was acquired for the
purpose.

washing baths entered into negotiation with the
Carpenters' Company and eventually procured a
lease of the J upp Road Baths and managed and
operated such baths until the new Municipal
Baths were ready for opening.
In addition to the actual rentals paid to the

MAJOR BATH .

At that time the only swimming and washing
ba.ths facilities in Stratford were at the baths
attached to and forming part of The Worshipful
Company of Carpenters' Institute, but on that
Company in 1905 ceasing to provide technical
education, such institute was closed.. The council, however, being extremely anxious that
Stratford should not be without swimming and

Carpenters' Company in respect of these baths
over the period 1905-1934, the council expended
on their repair and maintenance no less a sum
than £13,291.
On February 26, 1931, an intimation was
received from the Unemployment Grants Committee that subject to certain conditions, the
scheme put forward had been approved by the
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Minister of Labour for grant from Exchequer
funds on the basis of 100 per cent. of the interest
for seven years on approved expenditure out of
loan raised to meet the cost of the baths, and
50 per cent. of the interest for the remainder of
the loan period, or eight years, whichever was the
shorter.
The first portion of the works, i.e., clearance
of the site and construction of foundations was
commenced in June 1931, and was carried out
under contract by Messrs. H. C. Horswill, Ltd.
Tenders were then invited for the erection of the
main building and in October 1931, the tender of
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In addition to the swimming pools there are
Turkish and vapour baths and slipper baths for
both sexes.
The water is drawn from the mains of the
Metropolitan ~Water Board and a water softening
plant is provided. The water of the swimming
pools is cleansed by passage through a filtration
plant. Hot water is prepared with the use of·
three boilers with the necessary storage in the form
of calorifiers.
The borough engineer, Mr. W. Lionel Jenkins,
M .A., M.Inst.C.E., F.S.I., has been responsible
for the design and execution of the works and, up

EXTERIOR ELEV AT! ONWEST HAM MUNICIPAL
BATHS.

CHILDREN'S BATH.

Messrs. E. D. Winn and Co., Ltd., of Knightsbridge, S.W., was accepted in the sum of £147,477
and the n ecessary contract duly entered into. The
work t hereunder was commenced in December
1931.
The elevations of the building are of multicolour'ed red bricks with Portland and artificial
stone dressings.
It has been erected to cope with three classes
of bathers and for that purpose there are three
pools . The largest, known as the major pool, is
100 ft . by 35 ft. The minor pool is 100 ft. by
30 ft. and the third , or children's pool, is 60ft. by
30'ft.

to November 1933, was ably assisted by Mr. A. H.
Roe, A.R.I.B.A.
Since that dat e Mr. A. G. Corner, L.R.I. B. A.,
has cont inued to carry on the n ecessary dut ies .
From the main road there are two entrances
between which stands the ticket office. This is a
spacious room fitted with shelving for the storage
of towels, which come direct from the laundry
by means of a lift. Admission,etc. , t ickets will be
issued from electrically-driven ticket printing and
issuing machines. _
On either side of these entrances are the refreshment room aU:d administration offices.
From the · side road a separate entrance is
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provided with a ticket office for use when the
major pool is in use as a recreation hall during the
winter months.
Cloak room accommodation for both sexes 1s
provided adjacent to the foyer.
There is provision for the storage of cycles in
the basement, and access to this store is by means
of an entrance in the main road.
The entrance hall is l·eached by means of two
entrances, it is 46 ft. by 25 ft ., with foyers on
either side. The dadoes and t h e columns to the
entrance hall are faced in scagliola and the floor
has been covered with coloured rubber to
harmonise with the surroundings.
The main corridor is centrally placed and leads
from the hall to :
(1) Staircase to ladies' and gentlemen's private
brtth rooms on first floor.
(2) Dressing rooms of the major swimming
pool.
(3) Dressing rooms of the minor swimming pool.
(4) Private bath rooms on ground floor.
(5) Children 's swimming pool.
'rhe Turkish and the vapour baths are
approached from an entrance in the foyer.
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to properly cleanse before entering the swimming
pool.
Under ordinary conditions bathers only will be
allowed on the bath surrounds and visitors will
be accommodated in the gallery.
For use as a recreation or concert hall, a temporary floor is provided. This floor is of oak,
sprung on steel frames.
The seating accommodation on the floor is 1 ,084.
'J'he stage is equipped with a cyclorama and the
necessary lighting effects.
At the back of the stage the artistes' dressing
rooms are situated.

Major Swimming Bath.

The area covered by the pool and surround is
122 ft. by 55 ft., and the actual pool measures
100 ft. by 35 ft. The maximum depth of water is
10 ft. 3 in., the minimum depth 3 ft . 9 in. Diving
boards have been provided to the Olympic Games
standards of 1, 3 and 5 metres high . The pool
is lined throughout with white glazed bricks.
A perfect non-slip surface covers t he whole of
the bath surrounds. This type of flooring has been
used in the three pools and in the Turkish and
vapour baths.
Chromium-plated standards will support a
splash screen which is to be erected during
swimming galas to protect visitors situated on
the bath surrounds.
Heating panels have been concealed behind the
marble-faced walls up to gallery level. Ventilating
ducts have been brought up to grids at certain
points along the entire length of the walls above
and below the gallery and warm washed air can
ba introduced at will. An extractor fan has been
fitted in the roof to supplem ent the circulation
of air should this prove n ecessary .
The gallery has a seating capacity of 272, and
temporary seating for 350 persons can be provided
on the surrounds at the ground floor level for
swimming galas.
Dressing accommodation for bathers is provided
in separate rooms , the boxes b eing constructed
in precast t errazzo division.
Steel lockers for
bathers' clothes are also provided and access to
the pools is gained by p assing through an ablution
chamber . Showers and sprays with hot and cold
water ctre provided and · ever:v p erson is expected

SHOWERS A ND N EEDLE SPRAYS,
TURKISH AND VAPOUR BATHS.

A public address equipment has been installed
and six amplifiers are concealed in the roof.
Special attention has been paid to the acoustics
and acoustic plaster has been used almost throughout.
The ladies' dressing room h as been fitted with
folding boxes made of t eak. This room will be used
as a refreshment room when the hall is in use
during the winter months.
Minor Swimming Bath.

The pool of this bath is 100 ft. by 30 ft., with a
very high and modern diving stage. The depth of
wat er varies from 3 ft . 6 in. to 10ft. 3 in. The walls
are lined with white glazed bricks and a lantern light
extends the whole length of the bath. The walls
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and floor of the pool are finished with white glazed
bricks. The bathers' dressing arrangements are
similar to those of the major bath and every
facility is provided to encourage bathers to cleanse
before swimming.
Children's Swimming Bath.
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Soiled towels will be dropped by means of
chutes from all departments of the building down
to the subways and conveyed thence to the
laundry- clean towels, etc., being returned to the
pay office through the subways.
Calorifier House.

The dressing room is away from the pool,
embodying the same arrangements for cleansing,
etc., as are provided for in the larger pools.
The pool is 60 ft. by 30 ft., with the deep water
in the centre and shallow water at either end
for teaching purposes. The walls and bottom of
the pool and the walls of the building are of white
glazed brick.

The calorifier house adjoins the laundry and is
also adjacent to the boiler house . In addition to
the circulating pumps contained therein, there
is an indication board which will give the engineerin-charge instantaneous temperature records of
any one of fourteen important points in the
building.

Turkish Baths.

There are 24 first class and 27 second class
private bath rooms for ladies and 37 first class
private bath rooms for men , similarly built w1th
white glazed brick partitions. Hot and cold water
is supplied to each bath by means of a chromiumplated mixing valve. There is ample waiting room
accommodation to each section of the private
baths.

These consist of a waiting room, a rest room
with fourteen beds, a shampoo room and
ablution room, and three hot rooms. A special
plant will drive fresh heated air into the rooms
and extract the foul air. Temperatures of 230 deg.
:F. can be obtained by means of this plant.

First Floqr.

Drainage.

Waste water and sewage is collected into two
main systems of drains and each system is connected to the public sewer in Atherton-road by
means of 12 in. diameter pipes.
The slipper bath wastes and floor drainage outlets, etc., are connected by means of lead traps to
2 in. diameter cast iron pipes which in turn discharge into 4 in. diameter or 6 in. diameter main
collecting drains laid in the ducts under the floors.
The extent of the work executed for the purpose
of disposing of drainage from the building, is indicated as follows: number of points connected to
system, about 800; length of pipes laid, a little
over one mile; number of inspection chambers,
40.
LAUNDRY.

The vapour baths are laid out in a similar
manner, but with the addition of a plunge bath.
They are situated in the basement. The plunge
bath is connected with the filtration plant so that
the water will be constantly filtered and sterilised.
In addition to live steam being introduced into
the steam rooms an adequate system of ventilation
has been arranged.
Adjacent to the vapour baths are placed the
kitchen and serveries with lifts to the ground
floor.
A completely fitted sun-ray room has been
provided and a hot and cold water shower has
been installed in the dressing room.
Laundry.

The establishment laundry is situated at the
rear of the site and contains the most modern type
of machinery capable of dealing with the whole
of the laundry work for all the bathing establishments in the borough.

Engineering Equipment.

The engineering services for public baths such
as these, are probably of more importance than in
most other types of buildings and in this case particular attention has been paid to this section of
the work. The work has been carried out in
accordance with the plans and specifications and
under the supervision of Mr. J. Roger Preston,
1\f.I.Mech.E. , who has acted as consultant to the
council for this section of the work.
The engineering equipment is grouped together
at the northern end of the site and is planned so
that it is supervised by the resident engineer without the necessity for him to go into the parts of the
building used by the public.
There are three
steam boilers each capable of raising 7,250 lb. of
steam per hour and they are fired by mechanical
stokers fed from overhead bunkers.
The steam from these boilers is taken to the
ca.lorifier room above where it is used for warming
the water required for the slipper baths by means
of calorifiers. This water is stored in two cylinders
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.of approximately 3,500 gal. capacity each. Other
calorifiers are provided for heating the water used
for warming the building.
An important service is the ventilation. A fan
chamber is situated under the calorifier room
where two units are installed, one for ventilating
the major bath and one for the remainder of the
building.
The air is washed, warmed and
distributed by ducts -in the basement to the
various rooms.
Since the major bath is to· be
used as a concert hall during the winter months ,
a separate plant has been provided to ensure the
best conditions here at all times. The air enters
at. grilles round the hall below and above the
gallery and is extracted through the ceiling. The
two plants together can introduce over 3,000,000
cu. ft. of fresh air per hour into the building.
The heating is by accelerated low pressure hot
water with hospital type radiators in the slipper
baths and classic radiators elsewhere, except in
certain rooms where special treatment was
required. The major bath is heated chiefly b;y
means of concealed panels behind the marble
lining to walls, and the rooms in connection with
the Turkish and vapour baths by means of panels
either on the walls or behind the tiles.
The Turkish bath is supplied with hot air from
ct separate fan and heater placed in the space
under the minor bath.
The amount of air
admitted to the hot rooms can be adjusted to
maintain the required temperature, an ample
supply of fresh air, which is filtered before use,
being admitted. The vapour baths also have fresh
filtered air blown in, provision being made for
mixing warm vapour with this air, together with
perfume and medicinal vapours if so desired. A
plunge bath has been provided in this connection.
To ensure clean water in the swimming baths
and plunge bath, a modern filtration plant has
been installed. This is of such a size that the whole
of the water in the pools can be changed in three
hours. The water is filtered , warmed, aerated
and sterilised before being returned to the pools,
so that the water is kept up to drinking water
standard.
To enable the buildings to be maintained in a
properly clean condition, a centralised vacuum
cleaning plant has been installed with numerous
hose connection points so that the whole place can
be cleaned easily and efficiently.
In addition to the various provisions mentioned
above, a water softening plant has been installed
for softening the hot water used in the slipper
baths.
A modern laundry is provided · consisting of
washing machines , hydro-extractors, ironing and
drying machines for the towels and bathing
costumes after use.
A special panel has been provided in the control
room on which various recording and indicating
instruments have been fixed. The temperature of
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the water in the swimming and slipper baths, the
heat of the Turkish and vapour baths, the amount
of steam generated by the boilers and much other
useful information can be ascertained, or is
recorded, which enables the officers concerned to
obtain the most efficient and economical results
and at the same time to be able to trace any
irregularity or waste.
The whole of the electrical work has been carried
out by the Corporation Electricity Department
under the supervision of Mr. J. W. J. Townley,
A.M.I.E.E., the borough electrical engineer.
The lighting installation has been devised by the
technical section of the electricity department in
conjunction with Messrs. Holophane Ltd. , and
has been arranged to obtain the correct intensity
in the various sections of the building , care being

FILTRATION PLANT.

taken that the lighting units harmonise with the
architectural details.
Externally fl.ood~lighting units are provided,
operated from the intake chamber.
In the major bath the lighting is arranged
so that the source of light is from the same direction as daylight, special units being placed above
the ceiling lay-lights, the panels being of special
diffusing glass.
Specially designed wall lights are placed under
the balcony.
One of the special features of the baths is the
electric or " sun-ray " room , where three special
" sun-ray " and " ultra-violet-ray " fittings have
been installed as part of the equipment .
Illuminated directional signs are provided
throughout , some being interchangeable for special
occasions.
Emergency lighting is provided in the halls,
corridors and staircases by means of what is
termed '' Keep-a-Lite '' system with a storage
battery capable of giving the output on the
pressure to 200 volts , sufficient to keep. em~rgency
lights in use for a period of aJ;>proximately three
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hours and this installation is automatically
switched on should the main supply fail.
In the hall (major bath) a public address equipment h as been provided with six loud speakers
fitted in the ceiling between the lay-light and the
walls, two microphones being provided, one at
each end of the hall for gala use, the same microphones being suitable for stage work.
Throughout the whole of the baths electric
clocks are installed.
Telephones.

A department telephone system is so arranged
that the superintendent engineer is able to communicate with every attendant, but the attendants
are unable to communicate with each other.
Power equipment consisting of 32 motors of
varying horse-power, totalling approximately
160 h. p., has been provided for the filtering plant,
ventilating plant , cleaning plant , washers,
hydros, drying machines, ironers , etc., and these
motors have been wired and fixed into position
by the electricity department.
A special thermostat t emperature recorder is
inst alled in the engine room, by means of which
one is able to indicat e the temperature of the
water for either of t he swimming pools, t he heat
rooms in the Turkish and vapour baths, or in the
lounges and in the major hall.
The superintendent engineer is Mr. J. D.
Sutton.
Contractors.

Messrs. E. D. Winn and Co. Ltd. (builders and
cont ract ors) ; Robert Adam s (lant ern light
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ge-aring); Automaticket Ltd .. (ticket machines) ;
Becco Engineering Co. , Ltd. (water softening
plant); E. J. and A. T . Bradford (plasterwork
and carving); E . Busby and Co. (mixing valves) ;
Carter and Aynsley, Ltd. (locks and ironmongery);
J. Combe and Son, Ltd. (laundry machinery) ;
Edwin Danks and Co. (Oldbury), Ltd. (boilers);
Fenning and Co., Ltd. (marble and scagliola);
Frazzi, Ltd. (floors); Holophane, Ltd. (electric
lignting); Indented B ar and Concrete Engineering Co., Ltd. (bath concrete reinforcement);
J cnson and Nicholson, Ltd. (paint); Laminated
Wood Products, Ltd. (doors and folding partitions); Luxfer, Ltd. (lay-lights' etc.); Milner's
Safe Co., Ltd., (steel lockers); A. T. Morse, Sons
and Co., Ltd. (distemper); J . R. Roberts Stores,
Ltd. (floor covering) ; Sanders and Forster, Ltd.
(steelwork); Shaw's Glazed Brick Co. , Ltd.
(glazed bricks); Siemens Brothers and Co., Ltd.
t elephones) ; Stitson White and Co., Ltd. (sanitary fittings); The British Challenge Glazing Co.
(lanterns); The Camden Tile and Mosaic Co.
(terrazzi work); The Carrara Marble Co. (Liverpool) L t d. (non-slip bath surround and tiling) ;
'l'he India Rubber , Gut ta P ercha and Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd. (rubber flooring) ; The MorrisSinger Co. (railings); The National F looring Co. ,
Ltd. (removable floor); The Norris W arming Co.
(heating and ventilation); The Patent Victoria
Stone Co. , Ltd. (artificial stone); Turn-Over
Filter Co. , L t d. (filtration plan t); Watson, L aidlaw and Co., Ltd. (hydro-extractors) ; and W est
H am Electricity D epartment (electrical installation) .

Public Baths Microscopy.
AN ESSENTIAL ADJUNCT FOR THE BATH SUPERINTENDENT.
By E. H. WHITTLE, .M.I.E.C.

A GOOD miscroscope can be t o the bath superintendent as equa.lly an important an instrument
as the sext ant is to the n avigating officer of a ship ,
both serving the sam e purpose, met aphorically
speaking !
" To find and know just what the position is."
P rior to an outline of t h e microscope itself, and
the n ecessary accessories , a few of its m any uses
in public baths activities will be given , and the
con clusions which m ay be arrived at from t he
various examinations.
R outine examination of t he filter media , under
low power , will show any sign of its deteriorat ion ,
comparison being made between the sand at
present in use and a sample of n ew unused sand.
Should t hat in use show that the constant
washing and agitation has rounded the grains off,
and t h ey now appear like pebbles or m arbles.

whereas t he n ew sand shows as it does points
and fiats averaging some eight per grain, then one
may reasonably come to the conclusion that the
filter m edia in use is causing a loss in the filter
bed efficiency, and so requires renewal.
A sm ear from the water line adherence in t h e
bat h will under high-power m agnification reveal
its composition- easily d iscerned ch emical characteristics can be ascribed to post-filter coagulation ,
immediat ely suggesting the rem edy : i.e., better
adjustment of pre-filter ch emical feed , and
possibly slower rat e of filtration through t he beds.
Sam ple slides of the various ch emicals characteristics and formation can be kept ready for
future comparative examinat ions.
Routine examinations of t he wash water
effluent from the filters can be t aken and, if note
be made of t h e pressure readings , amount of

,,,
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chemicals used, and number of bathers since last
wash, etc., much valuable information can be
obtained.
Samples thus taken may be either centrifuged
or, alternatively, allowed to settle, the deposits
being obtained after siphoning off surplus water.
These examinations under m edium power will
reveal much data invaluable to the superintendent, especially if an eyepiece micrometer is
used or a '' Buerker '' count be made of the
objects per millimetre.
The examination of an oil s pot from the surface
of the bath water will often reveal its nature, and
suggest its origin too, enabling (if such is indicated) preventative measures to be effected
at the air-compressors, steam injector, etc., or if
hair oil or grease of a toilet nature be indicated,
one could exercise more diligent control of the
ablution room or such pre-cleansing apparatus.
The towel washing section of the baths
establishment can 'benefit considerably by routine
examination of the towel service.
A discoloured towel can be subjected to a dry
examination by rubbing it between the thumb and
finger over a collecting dish, the dust thus displaced can be now examined under h igh power (if
necessary), and when compared with stock s lides
of rust, lime soap, etc. , the cause of the discoloration can be defined and its remedy applied.
A costume from the supplies can be rinsed
through hot water : a sample from t his can be
examined for colour and deposits ; under the highpower objective one can find whether the stat e of
the costume is s uitable or not, and this will
probably guide in future choice of materials wh en
the placing of contracts for additional supplies is
necessary.
'l'he adaptation of more suitable methods of
washing this particular type of article may also
be indicated with ' · cause and effect '' rules
governing the indications .
The examination of the peculiar structure and
composition of scale from the boilers , ca.lorifiers,
steam pipes, etc., will often assist the superint,endent to adopt the most suitable method of
water treatment for the boiler feed, or it will serve
to reveal whether the treatment at present in use
is effective and to wh at extent .
Sludge from the blow-down may be examined
and much learned therefrom.
Much h as been said in the foregoing of the uses
to which the microscope can be put in a baths
esta.blishment, yet scores of other uses will
present themselves from time to time, and the
superintendent will find that with such a valuable
ally ready to serve him, he will be forewarned in
many cases of a state of affairs which would
otherwise h ave remained obscure and invisible to
the naked eye and which, now disclosed, make
remedial m easures practicable.
The cost?
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Here, once again, we meet that veritable giant
amongst the many besetting the ' ' primrose ''
path of the superintenedent.
The answer!
'' Small indeed for such valuable services.
Practically every baths committee in the
country will approve of the necessary expenditure,
especially when they can be assured that the
money thus spent will return a hundredfold.
(All papers SOUTH of the Tweed , please copy.)
The choice of a suitable instrument is not an
easy matter for the uninitiated, and to assist in
the choice is equally difficult, if one has to do so
unbiased ; however, there are m any British
manufacturers who supply excellent models,
suitable in every way for baths m icroscopy, and

B.S.G.

STANDARD MICROSCOPE.

(J. Swift & Sons).

if u description is given of the standard models of
three eminent m anufacturers, with recommendations as to the eyepieces and objectives
required, the would-be purchaser can rely upon
his own choice, and buy British .
The three models described have 'been tested
over the full range of their powers in the microscopy peculiar to b aths, and as the makers are
world-wide renowned to all microscopists, every
confidence can be placed in their instruments from
the very outset.
It sh ould be borne in mind that these models
are aU made so as to permit of any future
additions, so that, as the microscopist progresses
and desires, at some future dat e, to add some
additional refinement, or to go in for a luxury
fit ting, such as a camera-lucida or projector lens,
they may be added to the model without difficulty.

JULY
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'l'he three manufacturers quoted have a full
range of models from the simple students' to the
most delicate research instruments, and priced
from £5 to £500; therefore, in mentioning prices in
the models description, I have meant them to be
indicative examples of an all-in nature, with a
minimum of £16 to give such an outfit as will
cover the range of good reliable service, and such
powers as will be needed.
The Standard Microscope.

The first model is by James Swift and Sons, and
is known as their B.S .G. standard microscope.

'l'he second model illustrated is by Messrs.
Baker and is known as their B.L.M. standard
model, the essential features, of which, are its
large robust stand, non-corrosive stage, triple
nosepiece which has ball-bearing fittings.
The very low price for this instrument and its
all-in provision, eye-pieces, objectives, Abbe condenser, swing out substage, etc., etc., covered as
it is with a 5 years guarantee, makes the
possession of such a model possible to all and tht!
£14 a sum well spent.
Open air pools also could regard the microscope
illustrated, as a first-class investment, as with
magnification covering a range of 53 to 406, many
hidden causes of trouble would be brought to light,
and their remedies made possible.
The Pathological Microscope.

The third model illustrated is by Messrs. Beck,
and has been included to show the finer additions
comprising a pathological microscope.
The body carries an adjustable draw tube, which
is graduated in millimetres, with the lower end
threaded to carry a low power object glass.
The substage is focussed by rack and pinion,
and all substage apparatus interchangeable.
In this model the stage is built into the instrument and so constructed that the whole top plate

I'

B.L.M. llA STANDARD MoDEL.
(Messrs. Baker).

'l'his sturdy model is one which lends itself
admirably to the needs of the baths superintendent, and possesses one notable feature peculiarly
so, ina smuch as it allows of the examination of
the whole surface of a 6 in. petri dish.
The
complete outfit, with eyepiece micrometer for
counting and measurement purposes, can be
obtained for about £16, which expenditure equips
the superintendent with what may be aptly
described as an '' additional assistant.''
" B.S.G. Standard " denoting that this model
was specially designed and constructed to meet
the requirements laid down by the British Science
Gui ld' s specification.
[Thus we see the need of standards in other
professions realised and put into specific works.-

En.J
The all-in price of this model is £16 and, from
the writer's experience with a similar one, well
worth it.

PA.THOLOGICAL MICROSCOPE.

(Mesors. Beck).

travels, by means of mechanical motions operated
by small milled drums on the left hand side, and
as the drums do not project above the level of the
stage, large flat objects can be used without
obstruction.
The travel is H in. in the horizontal and 1 in.
in the vertical.
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Messrs. Beck guarantee this model as suitable
for medical research work, with both transparent
and dark ground illumination, and its use for
baths microscopy is, in the opinion of the writer
unlimited.
General Remarks,

. The foregoing models will be seen to possess
many similar main features, thus a brief description of the essentials wiJl apply to all three.
Base.-A heavy casting . with a rounded
contour.
The Limb.-Suitably curved to permit of its
being easily grasped by the hand, and when thus
held obviates any strain being put upon any of
the adjustments.
·
The Stage.--4~ by 4~ in. Heat resisting and
acid proof movable clips for slides, etc., which
when remoYed leave a smooth clear surface for
petri dish examination, etc.
The Body.-Of a fixed length of about
160 mm.
Coarse Adjustment.-Is actuated by rack and
pinion movement operated by the large milled
heads on the top of the limb. This will be found
quite selective enough for all but the very high
power examinations.
The Fine -Adj1tstment.-Used only when very
fine movement of the body is necessary, one
complete turn of these small twin milled heads
will only move the body 0·2 mm., and will also
cease to be operative should the objective touch
the slide; 1thus preventing damage to the objective.
Substage.-Preferably swing out pattern, and
screw focussing with A<bbe condenser and iris
diaphragm permitting the critical examination of
a very large range of specimens.
Mirrors.-Plane and concave mounted on
gimbals with universal movement.
Eyepieces.-Numbers 6 and 10.
Objectives.-1 in., %, t. with the 1 in. classified as a valuable luxury, as the other two cover
a magnification range with the stipulated eyepieces, of 62 to 490 (writer's figures).
A final word of advice to all who decide to
probe the secret causes of many bath problems
by means of the microscope.
Carry out all elementary work by low powers
whenever this is possible.
Keep a written record of all results.
Never lend the instrument to others. Lock it
up clean.
Swansea,

THE county borough council has decided to
construct the proposed bathing pool on the foreshore, which is estimated to cost £29,000. The
finance committee recommended them not to
proceed with the scheme.
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Flexible Mats.
THE accompanying illustration shows a range oi
flexible mats for use in swimming baths, bathing
pools, and public laundries. They are known as
thA Goodall mats and are rubber-fibre link mats
produced after many experiments by Mr. J. L.
Gasking (the patentee of the original rubber-fibre
link mat), in conjunction with Messrs. John
Hawley and Co. (Walsall) Ltd., Goodall Works,
Bloxwich-road, W alsall , the sole manufacturers.
The mats are manufactured from rubber-fibre
links assembled on specially made rot and water
proofed cord of great strength. The introduction
of the cord as a binding medium eliminates the
tendency mats assembled on rods or wires have

GOODALL FLEXIBLE MATS.

of curling up with the consequent danger to the
user. The cord is tested to over 200 lb. breaking
strain and each link to a strain of over 300 lb. The
tensile strength of the mat increases as the number
of cords and links are added.
The method of construction ensures that no
portion of the cord is exposed to damage and it is
protected at all points where friction or wear
might take place. The ingenious method of fixing
the cords eliminates knots or fasteners.
A seven year guarantee for material and workmanship, is given with every mat. The mats are
made in various designs and the links may be
either black or white, thus permitting them to fit
in with any decorative scheme. The cord binding
also allows round mats to be manufactured .
Nuneaton.

A SCHEME for an open-air swimming bath is
being prepared . It is proposed to have the bath
centrally situated in the town. The markets and
estates committee gave instructions for the
scheme to be prepared after they had considered
the question of providing new indoor swimming
baths estimated to cost £15,000 to £30,000.

Coke as a Fuel for Public Baths.*
By W. BOON.

I

l
I

perature at which it takes place are laid down to
exact programme.
.
Perhaps one of the principal causes of the
inefficient combustion of any solid fuel is t he
presence in it of foreign matter. If an ash-free
solid fuel could be commercially produced, most
of our combustion difficulties would automatically
disappear-in fact, an ideal would have been
reached which has been the dream of fuel technologists down the ages . There is no such thing,
however, as an ash-free coal.
Unfortunately, the processes for the elimination
of ash are all costly and add materially to the cost
of the fuel.
With coke the considerations are not quite
parallel from the point of view of the fuel user, as
the ash content in the original coal is a matter for
the careful study of the coke producer, and very
particular attention is paid to this factor so that a
high-purity product is achieved.
Only in recent years h as the study of reducing
ash content in colm been taken seriously. To-day
the raw coal which is initially charged into the
retorts is not only carefully chosen for its ash
content and coking properties, but the coal is
blended in correct proportions to give the lowest
ultimate ash content in the coke-in addition to
which very careful grading of the fuel takes place,
following its carbonisation, so that the fin er
products, which contain the higher proportion of
ash, are separated and retained for gasworks' use,
only the cleaner coke being m arketed.
Not only is the study of ash related to quantity,
but the character of the ash itself is material,
particularly from the point of view of fusion;
clinker troubles are only excessive with low-fusion
ash.
The moisture content of fuel is a further factor
which has an important bearing on the ultimate
results of combustion, and to some extent I
believe that the effect of moisture is not fully
realised. It occurs in all solid fuels in varying
degree, and from several causes, consequent upon
the physical character of the fuel, its size, its
absorbent qualities, its treatment before sale, and
its treatment before use. With coal, for instance,
the method of cleaning generally in use is wet
washing, so that the removal of one objectionable
constituent-namely, ash-adds another in the
form of moisture. It is not so with coke, wher e
the moisture content depends upon one condition
only- th at is, the quenching when the red-hot
coke is discharged from the retorts. This is done
accurat ely and by r egulating the time and water
quantity used. I think that some members of
your association h ave recently visited the Beckton

THERE is no section of municipal or public
service where the study of fuel economy is more
pronounced than in the baths department-a fact
evidenced by the records of the Technical Department of the London and Counties Coke Association, which prove that for the South of England ,
which is the area of the association's activities,
more boiler surveys were made by them in connection with fuel economy for public baths than in
any other direction of the public service. In most
of these cases, too, the initiative was to the credit
of the baths department.
An example may be cited of one London area
alone, where there are 25 local authorities who
operate public baths, 12 of which are using coke
on their boiler plants, after proving, by careful
investigation and exhaustive tests, that this was
the most economical fuel for their particular
requirements. It is my purpose to try and show
why coke as a fuel does frequently achieve very
considerable economies in steam-raising plants.
In the first place, and perhaps most important
of all, is the fact that coke of the present day is a
greatly superior fuel to the coke which gasworks
produced a few years ago. This great improvement in quality has not taken place suddenly, but
gradually, and in progressive stages.
The earliest workers in the gas industry
recognised the importance of coke, but little was
done to stabilise and improve its quality until
1913; since then its properties have been so
improved that the gas coke sold to-day is acceptable to the public and t o industry as a fuel
essentially reliable, sustaining continuity of quality
and function, and to-day coke is of greater
uniformity than can be found in any other solid
fuel, being an exact fuel made to a prescription,
consequently uniform in its results.
Normally, the consideration of any fuel. for
steam - raising purposes embraces principally
calorific value, moisture, ash and volatile contents, and a fuel is used which may show by
analysis to be of such combination as to best suit
the particular plant it is to serve. These combinations are, however, unstable in all solid fuels
excepting coke, the structure of which is to a predetermined specification, is built up as a known
quantity by a blending of the original coal before
carbonisation, and is consequent upon the r atio
of the inerts to the agglutinants in the coal, or, in
other words, to the proportion of coking or noncoking coal which is put into the retorts. The
time of the carbonisation process and the tern-* From a paper presented at the Annual Conference,
May 1934, of t he National Association of Bath Superintendents (Inc.).
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works of the London Gas Light and Coke Co.,
where they would see the process of quenching
the coke after it is discharged from the retorts.
The water quantity and the time for its discharge is exactly regulated, so that the coke which
is produced from plants of this modern type has
an average moisture content not exceeding 5 per
cent., and in the smaller sizes below It in. not
exceeding 12 per cent. · Coke, unlike most other
solid fuels, does not take up ~ny more moisture
after the original quenching, no matter to what
exposure to weather it is subject, and does not,
consequently, deteriorate in storage.
The losses on any 'boiler plant occur for definitely
known reasons, and they can be of such a
character as seriously to interfere with the efficient
operation of the plant, and efficiency is, of course,
the essence of successful production, so that a
knowledge of the principles underlying heat transformations is essential to the engineer desirous of
eliminating unnecessary losses.
·
The most efficiently run boiler plant cannot
operate without the natural losses inherent with
our present-day systems. There are, however,
two designations-namely, preventable and nonpreventable losses. Preventable losses in one
plant may not be preventable in another. Practically all losses, in whatever form, would lie under
one or other of the following designations : (a) Loss due to unburnt fuel falling through
the grates.
(May amount to 15 per cent.,
normal loss 3 per cent.)
(b) Loss in residue on grates during cleaning
periods, banking periods and shutting down.
(Percentage of loss under this designation vvould
be consequent almost entirely upon the method
of plant operation, and in some cases may be
very low, and in others considerable.)
(c) Loss by mechanical discha.rge of fine fuel
particles, due to excessive velocity of gas flow
and the deposition of such unburnt fuel particles
in the flue system, beyond the zone of combustion.
(Losses of this character would, of
course, be dependent on the quality and size
of the fuel used; where small fuel is used the
losses may amount to 6 per cent.; where large
fuel is used, these losses should not exceed
2 per cent.)
(d~ Loss through incomplete combustion of
the distillation products, consequent upon
insufficient oxygen concentration. (The losses
under this designation can be considerable, and
can easily reach 12 per cent. ; normally they
should not exceed 5 per cent.)
(e) The loss by unburnt hydrocarbons, and
the deposition of soot consequent upon the
decomposition of the hydrocarbons, and the
insufficiency of oxygen supply for the combustion of the carbon thus set free with
bituminous fuel.
(This loss would average
2 per cent. with bituminous fuels only.)
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(f) Loss by incomplete combustion, carbon
monoxide being formed instead of carbon
dioxide. (The loss may reach 15 per cent.,
normally 3 per cent.)
(g) Loss by radiation and conduction. (Loss
up to 8 per cent.)
(h) Heat loss from the exhaust gases after the
abstraction of such heat as can be usefully
employed. (Loss up to 20 per cent., normally
8 per cent.)
That all these losses are possible to their
rnaximum extent in any one plant, would be an
erroneous idea for the efficiency would only be
about 20 per cent if such were the case. The
preventable losses really occur under three
familiar heading, namely:
(1) Combustible in ash;
(2) Excess air ;
(3) High exit gas temperature;
and if conditions governing the losses under these
main designations are adequately dealt with,
then the efficiency of the plant will not be far
wrong.
With all solid fuels a high ratio of surface to
volume increases the speed of combustion and
improves its completeness. Thus coal dust will
burn more readily than solid carbon if both fuels
are similar in constitution; but they never are:
their constitution is very complex and combustion
\rould take place in the following order:
(1) Gaseous parts, {2) vaporised parts, (3) solids
w·ith high surface volumes, followed by solids with
small surface volume ratio.
The grate on which the fuel lies is so constructed
tbat the air for combustion flows between the
spaces, and yet the spaces must not be large
enough to permit of the fuel falling through them.
'l'hese conditions can never be completely fulfilled,
as anything approaching pure combustion is only
possible with coke, as all other solid fuels give off
gases in the process, so that there are two
conditions, namely gasification and combustibility
combined.
To return to the question of preventable losses,
coke is, in certain circumstances, more economical
fo1 steam raising than other solid fuels for several
reasons.
Taking item No. 1, that is the combustible in
ash loss-a variant consequent mainly upon two
causes, i.e. , the construction and aperture space
of the fire grate, and the size of the fuel usedobviously, if a wide air space bar is used, and
small coal on top of it, the loss of combustible
matter dropping through the grates would be
excessive, although the cheaper grades of coal are,
of course, in the smaller sizes ; consequently the
majority of hand-stoked boilers use a larger size
of coal, which reduces the loss through the grates
to reasonable proportions. Alternatively, handfired boilers with coke would always use what is
known as the " unbroken " size, that is, over
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2 in., so that there is practically no loss due to
unburnt carbon in ash; particularly so when it
is understood that the coke is screened to size, and
contains no smalls or dust, whereas even when
large coal is purchased a considerable proportion
of it is fine. Further, coal is more friable than
coke and, consequently, in the very handling of it
from producer to consumer, a considerable
degradation has occurred, so that it can be said
that the combustible in ash loss is always higher
with a bituminous coal than it is with coke.
Again, there is the loss consequent on the cleaning of fires, where a certain amount of unburnt fuel
is unavoidably withdrawn from the fires with the
clinker. Again it is the smaller sizes which are to
blame ·for the majority of the loss. With coke
the smaller sizes do not exist, and while the
removal of clinker must necessitate some loss of
combustible matter, it is never so great as when
using coal.
On the other hand, the clinker
formation with coke is frequently of a more
difficult character, and harder formation than is
the caRe with the general run of bituminous fuels.
'l'he composition of ash is so diverse both in coal
and coke, that its fusion into clinker may range
between 1,100 deg. Cent. to 1,600 deg. Cent. in
accordance with the iron oxides, lime, magnesia ,
silica and alumina contents.
It is, however, a simple matter to overcome the
trouble of clinker adhering to the firebars, by the
use of steam sprays below the fuel bed. 'The
steam so used is in no sense for forcing the fires,
but purely to keep the bars at a lower temperature, so that the clinker does not fuse to them. The
quantity of steam so used is infinitesimal, and is
not wasted in any event, as it passes up through
the fuel bed and assists in the combustion process.
Further, the life of the firebars is very considerably increased, and the cleaning of fires made
much easier for the stoker, as the clinker will
always readily come away with the slice. The
longer the time taken for cleaning, the longer will
be the time lag before the boiler can again be in
prod·uction. With coke I would always advocate
the use of steam under the firebars, as the heat of
the fire is more intense and clinker formation may
be more difficult in consequence. To get the best
results with coke it is necessary to provide adequate air spacing between the grate bars, as the
full air quantity for combustion is passed through
the fuel bed and not added from secondary
sources.
To permit free air admission, therefore, the air
space to metal surface should be 50 per cent.; in
other words, the total grate area would be half
air spacing and half metal surface .
This factor brings us to the consideration of
excess air losses, No. 2 of the preventable or
" partially " losses. As to exact air quantities,
the theoretical 25 per cent . excess seems the
nearest approach; and in most cases of hand-fired
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boilers with bituminous coal, the excess air is
nearer 150 per cent. The obvious reason for this
is our inability to mix so intimately the air and
the fuel that each particle of combustible is
provided with its necessary complement of oxygen
to burn it. To take a minute particle of coal and
surround it with five thousand particles of air is
physically impossible, yet that is what the theory
of combustion asks us to do . We get nearer to
that condition in pulverised fuel firing, because
we increase the surface area of the fuel by
grinding, and can more readily control the air
ratio; but with solid fuel firing on grates, the
conditions are entirely different, and much more
difficult from the point of air distribution. A
prolific cause of a.ir loss is, of course, holing
through the fire 'bed, and with most coal fired
systems a thin fire is carried which easily permits
of this effect. Alternatively, if a thicker fire is
used, the draught may be inadequate to overcome
the resistance of the fuel bed, imd incomplete
combustion and smoke will 'be the result. Again,
if the draught were increased to overcome the fuel
bed resistance, the velocity may be so high as to
carry over with the gas flow a serious quantity of
fine fuel unburnt.
It is , therefore, necessary to find the best
medium of fuel, draught and grate loading which
will give the best aggregate results . It is for this
reason that coke in so many cases has proved
effective and more economical in use against a
coal of, perhaps, better characteristics, and of a
higher calorific value . In the first place, a much
thicker fire is carried which, due to the structure
of the coke, is sufficiently porous, so that no
greater resistance is put upon the air flowing
through it than would be the case with a thin coal
fire . The heavier bed of coke does, therefore,
prevent the holing of the air through it, so that
the excess loss from this factor is greatly reduced,
if not entirely eliminated. Further, the uniform
structure of the coke gives porosity over the whole
mass, so that air distribution is much more stable,
and its equality is only interfered with by fouling
of the grates with clinker. Combustion, therefore ,
under such -conditions is easier and more efficient,
in evidence of which will be the C0 2 readings.
These, taken frequently, will show for coke continuously better combustion conditions than for
coal. An average carbon dioxide content in flue
gases of 16 per cent. is by no means unusual for
an ordinary hand-fired boiler plant, whereas 12
per cent. for coal would be a very fair equivalent.
Coming to the question of exit gas losses , where
normally lies the greatest loss in any boiler plant,
the preventable losses are consequent upon a
diverse group of faetors, some of which are 'beyond
the sphere of actual plant operation, such as the
provision of adequa.t e heating surfaces, draught,
water treatment, etc . Our concern is from the
operating standpoint with the plant as existing ,
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and not from any inadequacies of equipment or
design. There are clearly two distinct stages m
generating steam, i.e. :(1) Freeing from the fuel the maximum
number of potential heat units.
(2) Transferring the maximum possible percentage of these heat units to the water.
Assuming that the first has been done, and
obviously it is the most important because it
provides the greatest latitude for efficient operation , what can be achieved 'w ith the second?
Clean heating surfaces outside the boiler, and no
scale formation inside, is the natural answer. This
is easier said than done, because it means shutting
down a boiler to do both . As the question of
scale formation does not properly enter into
considerations of combustion, we can confine our
observations to external surfaces where, of
course , sooting is the chief culprit with bituminou~
fuels. The loss from this -c ause can be considerable, as it is persistent and cumulative whilst
the boiler is at work. The effect on heat conductivity of soot is considerable, and it is not
generally appreciated that soot is five times more
effective as a non-conductor of heat than asbestos .
Kemp gives the loss of efficiency due to a soot
deposition i in. thick as 45-·2 per cent. , a figure
illustrating the really grave effect that soot depositions have. This condition can, of course, only
occur with fuels having a high volatile content;
and, apart altogether from the effect which the soot
depositions have from the point of view of the
heat-transfer question , they have other deleterious
effects, inasmuch as the hydrocarbons or sooty
matter is a complex mixture of compounds, having
a pitting effect on the boiler plates. \¥ith coke
this condition cannot occur, because the fuel has
not a volatile constituent, in any degree, that is,
which can have any possible effect on soot
deposition . The boiler, therefore, which is burning
coke fu el can take advantage of a higher rate of
heat transfer, due to clean boiler surfaees which
are continuously maintained. Consequent upon
this is the reduction also of flue cleaning, which
reduces prob ably by half the expenditure on this
item of maintenance. Not only are the boiler
surfaces continuously clean, obtaining a correspondingly higher rate of efficiency on that
account , but the flue cleaning , when it does occur,
is much easier, because the depositions of fine dust
which do occur in the flue system are very easily
remov ed , and as they do not contain any carbon.
the dust is comparatively clean.
A further factor which has not been referred to
in relation t o coke, is the higher r adiant heat
effect from the fuel itself ; its constitution being
m ainly carbon , th e t emperatures of the fire are
naturally high, and given the clean heating
surfaces to which we h ave referred , the heat
transfer is achieved t o the maximum degree.
A furth er point concerning coke , is it s clean-
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liness. Where coke is being used, the whole plant
is a . very much pleasanter place than the boiler
house which is fired with bituminous coal. Coke
is clean to handle, although the stoker sometimes
complains that its bulk gives him more labour in
stoking than is the case with steam coal.
With regard to the costs of operating a boiler
plant with coke as opposed to coal, this is a
matter dependent upon a number of factors,
chief of which is, naturally, price; although it has
been proved time and again that coke, often at
a higher price, can show a saving, on account of
the various characteristics referred to in this
paper, as against coal at a lower price.
Of all the tests which have been made by the
London and Counties Coke Association, where
coal and coke have been the alternative fuels,
in 85 per cent. of these cases coke has been
shown to be the most economical fuel, and has
been adopted by clients.
'l'aking three tests which were made last
month, all on Lancashire boiler installations, the
efficiency with coke was increased on one plant
by 12 per cent. ; on the second by 9 per cent . ;
and on the third by 6 per cent., and coke is now
being used in all these three installations. The
annual monetary savings being £960 in case one,
£340 in case two, and £200 in case three.
'I'here are certain considerations , however,
which have to be given to the use of coke before
it can be adopted for any plant. In the first place
there are limitations to the amount of fuel which
can be consumed per square foot of grate area.
The draught conditions have, of course, considerable bearing on this factor, and where
draught is limited, the output of the boiler plant
will probably be somewhat reduced as opposed
to the output with, say, \Velsh steam coal. Where
natural draught is available of 1"0 in., the grate
loading with coke can be taken to 17 lb. per
sq. ft. for efficient duty, and where induced
or forced draught systems are available, the
consumption may be increased to 28 or even
30 lb. per sq. ft.
Further, coke is, naturally , not so reactive as
Welsh coal, and rapid fluct~ations of load have
to be catered for in a different way. The
response with coke, to sudden calls for additional
steam, is , consequently slower and this time lag
has to be catered for . This can be done by
cleaning fires at periods when load conditions are
not excessive, and carrying an extra heavy and
clean fuel bed in preparation for the peak
demands.
I appreciate that it is not always possible to
know when the demands for additional steam
will be m ade , and in cases where the boiler is
loaded to its limit of output it would be wise to
con sider the advantage of either forced or induced
draught , so that the loading per square foot of
grate mea could be increased.
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It is not good policy or good economics to
continuously run a boiler at a high rating.
Neither, of course, is it good practice to run the
boiler very much under load.
From various tests with coke, which have beeri
taken recently, the efficiency for different grate
loadings were nearly as follows: Quarter-load,
40 per cent. ; half-load, 60 per cent.; threequarter-load, 75 per cent. ; full-load, 81 per cent. ;
one-and-a-quarter-load, 73 per cent. ; and with a
coke having normal characteristics.
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I should like to add, in conclusion, that the
technical department of the London and Counties
Coke Association acts as much in a protective
sense to the client as it does in furthering the use
of coke. In other words, we are out to assist
clients and to help them in every way we can to
get the very best results out of coke. We will
survey and carry out tests with our own equipment, and without cost to the client. In a word.
we are out to give service unstintingly to. those
vvho request it.

Who's Who in the Bath Industry.
lll.--MR. H. R. AUSTIN,
Superintendent of the Beckenham Baths.
Hon. Secretary, National Association of Bath Superintendents (Incorporated).

A NATIVE of Ryde, Isle of Wight, Mr. Austin
migrated at an early age and has since lived in or
near London . As a young man, was engaged with
a contracting firm
Keenly interested in swimming, after active
participation in competitions, he devoted himself
to the promotion of teaching swimming, and in
1901 was appointed to his present position at

years was the official lecturer to the Southern
Counties Amateur Swimming Association. He has
written a great deal on the subject, and his book,
' ' How to Swim,'' published 1914, has enjoyed
a second edition. In 1922 he produced a cinema
film, " Swimmers in the Making," illustrating
his methods, for the Gaumont Co.
During a long connection with the Royal Life
Saving Society he served for over 20 years on its
executive, and is a life governor. He passed the
examination for the diploma of the society in
1901, being the twelfth person, and the first bath
superintendent to obtain this award.
H e has interested himself in the Association of
Bath Superintendents since its inception and was
one of the founders. President in 1925 and 1926,
assistant hon. secretary 1927-1929 and hon.
secretary in 1930-31, he has now again taken up
the latter office.
Married 190&. Mrs. Austin has shared his
enthusiasm for the promotion of swimming, and
has for many years been a member of the committee of the Amateur Swimming Association.
Recreation. The drama, in which he h as also
" played many parts. "
Liverpool.

MR. H. R. AUSTIN.

Beckenham as superintendent of the baths and
organiser of swimming for the education committee.
In 1903 he commenced giving lant ern lectures
with a view to bringing the importance of
swimming before popular audiences and for many

A SWIMMING bath, 120 ft. long and 50 to 55 ft.
wide, is being made at the Casino Ice Rink. This
will be the first bath in the country to be equipped
with the Undosa surf-wave equipment, which
creates artificial waves of varying height, just like
breakers on t he seashore. The concern will be
operated by British Lidos, Ltd., who have
acquired the British Empire rights of the Undosa
system. Both the height and the frequency of the
waves are at all times under control. Mr. Sydney
Clough is the architect responsible for the conversion.
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Open Air Swimming Bath at
Merchant Taylors' School.
Messrs. W. G. Newton and Partners,
Architects.
THE bath is 100 ft. long and 36 ft. wide.
The
depth of the water is 3 ft. at the shallow end;
8 ft. 6 in. at 19 ft. from the deep end, sloping
up to 6 ft. 6 in. at the qeep end. The bath sides
arc 9 in.1 above the top wat~r level. The site
had a natural slope of 7 in. in 45 towards the
deep end of the bath, and the subsoil was gravelly
clay. The level of the bath bottom was adjusted
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obtained by the use of specially m ade panels of
centering. The bath is equipped with an adequate
filtration plant and the water (drawn off from a
1 ft . 6 in. deep sump at the deepest portion of the
bath) after passing through this plant returns to
the bath through an aerator which is located on
the centre line of the surround at the shallow end.
The spring board and diving platforms at the deep
end of the bath are supported on galvanised
tubular framework.
The architects were Messrs. Wm. G. Newton
and Partners, and the general contractors, Messrs.
Holland and Hannen and Cubitts, Ltd. The

Block by Courtesy of]

[Kahncrete Engineering_.

THE REINFORCED CONCRETE SWIMMING BATH AT MERCHANT TAYLORS SCHOOL.
The smooth surface to the walls of the bath was obtained without render and the waterproofing qualities from
well-graded concrete alone.

s0 that the excavated ground formed the 15 ft .
wide surround to the bath . The tank bottom is
5 in. reinforced concrete laid on 2 in. mass concrete. 'fhe walls are 6 in. thick throughout and
splay out to 18 in. to form a surround which has
longitudinal grooves formed in the top surface,
and there is an artificial stone surround 18 in. wide
laid dry on the filling behind the walls. A white
glazed scum channel is incorporated in the wall
a1; the deep end and wrought iron hand rails are
provided on the side and shallow end walls. Two
sets of teak steps are provided at each end of the
bath.
By careful attention to the grading of the
aggregate and good workmanship it was possible
to use a 1: 2: 4 mix concret e, without any waterproofing compound, and obtain a waterproof concrete. The smooth surface to the bath walls was

reinforced concret e engineers were the Trussed
Concrete Steel Co., Ltd., who also carried out the
construction of the reinforced concrete work.
The bath was completed in May 1933.
Hayfield, Derbyshire.

Park Hall Swimming Club , Ltd., h ave
provided a new swimming pool, 120 ft. by 60 ft .,
varying in depth from 3 to 7 ft., at Park Hall. It
is claimed to be the only tiled open-air swimming
pool in the North of England. The water used is
first of all passed t hrough a sand filter, then
through a heater, which heats the wat er to a
temperature of 80 degrees. In hot weather, when
the natural temperature is sufficient for comfort,
there 'Nill be a constant stream of fresh water
flowing through the pool.
Dressing booths are
away from the pool.
THE

High Beech Swimming Pool.

II

AN EXAMPLE OF EXPEDITIOUS CONSTRUCTION.
The roof is three-ply Ruberoid with patent
glazed roof lights.
Access to the pool area is only gained by bathers
passing through special foot baths fitted with
fibre mats to remove any dust or dirt picked up
from the floors of the changing cubicles.
'rhese baths are also fitted with showers.
The pool is fitted at the deep end with regulation
1-2-3 metre diving stage, with one Olympic model
spring diving board on one side and one regulation type on the other side.
Also on the north-east side of the pool a 10 ft.
high regulation Rangoon teak water chute is

THE pool is 100 ft. long by 35 ft. wide, with
depth varying from 3 ft. 6 in. to 7 ft. 6 in. It is
constructed in reinforced concrete and finished
with Tintocrete spray process. It is fitted with
artificial stone scum trough, red in colour, and
the paving all round the ·bath is artificial stone of
non-slip texture, with alternate bands of red and
stone colour.
A flight of stone steps gives access at the
shallow end with two sets of teak steps at the deep
end.
'rhe cascade is specially designed and con·
structed behind the steps at the shallow end and
discharges into the pool on either side of the steps.
The water is heated by steam injection under
the stone steps.
'l'he filtration plant is by Bell Brothers (Manchester, 1927) Ltd., capable of circulating the total

l j.

HIGH BEECH SWIMMING POOL.

contents of the bath at a rate of 9,166 gal. p er
hour at a filtration speed of 240 gal. per sq. ft.
area p er hour. .
On the north·east side of t he pool is a large
shingle beach and on the south-west is a grass lawn
from which refreshments are served.
'rhe north end of the pool area is entirely paved
and protected by the bath buildings, which contain changing cubicles for 50 ladies and 50 men ,
together with ample sanitary accommodation ,
entrance hall and reception office with stores on
each side. The syst em of storing clothes is by
special bag and coat hanger, which are placed in
the store in charge of attendant, in exch ange for
an arm disc.
The front of the building is of modern design
constructed with rustic Flettons and the general
building is timber framed and covered with
rebated wrot weather boarding st ained with
Solignum to a general colour schem e of yellow and
blue.

THE A ERATOR.

provided. This diving gear was supplied by
Messrs. Spencer, Heath and George, Ltd. , of
Ponders End, Middlesex.
A swimming club has been formed and only
members and their friends are allowed to use the
pool on Sundays up till 12 noon.
The pool is situated immediately at the rear of
the King's Oak Hotel , High Beech, adjoining the
famous sports track and is sheltered from the
south-west winds by the forest, which also gives
shade from t he sun on both lawn and beach.
Car park accommodation is available for 200
cars and there is a regular service of motor buses.
The work was design ed and constructed by
Messrs. C. S. Fost er and Sons, of Laughton,
Essex, and including clearing site and demolition
of old buildings, was completed in 63 days .
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S.S. Brighton.
Opening of Largest Sea Water Covered
Swimming Bath.

ON June 29, what is claimed to be the world's
largest · covered sea water swimming pool in the
world, was opened at Brighton.
Housed in a palatial building and equipped with
the most modern fittings it should become a great
asset to the town.
. The swimming bath measures 165 ft. by 60 ft.
and the depth ranges from 3 ft. 6 in. to 16 ft . 6 in.
The diving stage is to all heights up to 32 ft . 6 in.
and includes firm and spring boards of international dimensions .
. Continuous filtration with a turn-over every
3t hours is employed, the plant being by United
:Filters. The water is electrically heated and the
Rayzone ultra-violet ray system of sterilisation has
been installed.

ARTIST'S ORA WING OF THE S.S. BRIGHTON

Bnthers are expected to take foot and shower
baths before entry to the water and the apparatus
for this purpose has been supplied by Winns .
vV uter enters the bath from the filtration plant
by three pipes equally spaced at the shallow end.
From these inlets it enters a channel and is then
distributed evenly through orifices in the wall of
t.he bath. An outlet channel runs completely
round the bath and the water is caused t o overflow continually to the filtration plant inlet. In
addition there are two large outlets in the deep
end. Thus both surface and under water is drawn
off to the filters.
The dressing accommodation consists of head
high cubicles and vvire baskets. There are 100
each of these for women and men.
Slipper baths for women and men have also
been provided and sea water or mains water may
be used in them as desired .
Ample restaurant accommodation has been
provided and no effort has been spared to make
the baths as attractive as possible .
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The architects for the scheme were Messrs.
Jackson and Greenen, . 5-7 Yelverton-road,
Bournemouth .

The New Bath.
\VE have now received details of the new standardised housing bath developed and introduced
by the International Bath Association, which
represents all the leading bath-makers. The bath
will be available to the trade on September 1.
An attractive brochure with the compelling
title " Which?" (the query being prompted by a
cover illustration showing the new type of bath
compared with the old-fashioned type) announces
that the purpose of the association is " to develop
and introduce up-to-date baths and bath fixtures
and, for the convenience of all interested parties,
to have certain approved designs standardzsed. ''
'rhe brochure contains a large amount of
information, is fully illustrated and demonstrates
very clearly the many advantages possessed by
the new bath. These are summarised, special
emphasis being laid upon minimum splash, easier
cleaning, less hot water and less lino for floor
covering if the bath is enclosed by panels.
With the new " I.B.A. Artisan " bath there
can be three " splash " walls , so that the water
which previously went down the walls and on to
the floor now returns to the bath; even when the
bath is not recessed , fitting on two sides flush with
the walls, splashing is eliminated on those two
sides , while the design of the bath greatly lessens
the chances of a backwash .
The taps fitted in the wall instead of in the bath,
allow of more space in the bath itself, and pipes
are out of sight. The dimensions of the new bath
accord with space available in a very small council
house for a bathroom.

Obituary.
AFTl<JH an illness lasting only four days, Mr.
CHARLES LEWIS SINCLAIR, manager of the St .
James' Street Baths , Doncaster, died on July 3.
Mr. Sinclair who was 30 years of age, went to
Doncaster in 1932, when the St. James' Street
Baths were opened. His first appointment was as
instructor of swimming at Keighley, and in 1928
he went to the Princess Mary Baths at Bingley as
instructor and director of swimming .
In 1929
Mr. Sinclair was appointed to a position at Southampton and later he went to Bury, where he had
control of three baths . Mr. Sinclair held the
award of the Royal Life Saving Society.
The
funeral took place on July 6 at the Doncaster
Friends' burial ground, West Laithgate. Among
those present was Mr. T. W. Paine, manager of
the Rotherham Baths, representing the National
Association of Bath Superintendents (Inc.).

The Construction of Pithead Baths.
EXAMPLES OF PIT=HEAD BATHS.
(Continued

fran~

page 44.)

Scotland. The building is L -shape in plan, the
locker rooms in the wings being connected wt the
tower, which contains the calorifier room, plenum
room, filter room and water storage t ank. I n
fig. 6 the clean locker rooms are on the left and
the pit locker rooms on the right, the cubicle

Arniston (Gore) Colliery Baths.

The m iner's progress through a hath building,
whether he is proceeding to or from the pit, is
assisted by a circulative arrangement of the rooms
he uses, and it is with that consideration in mind
that this pre-eminently functional plan has been
conceived. The Miners' Welfare Committee are
anxious to have experience in the working of an
installa.t ion of this t ype, which should tend towards
lower upkeep costs and quicker bathing (fig. 5).
The normal width of gangway is allowed
between the inner ends of the locker nests, more
room than usual being allowed between the outer
ends; nevertheless, the total floor a.rea is small for
a building accommodating this number of men.
The lowest tier of windows affords light to the
locker rooms, while the middle and upper tiers
provide clerestory lighting to the cubicle section
and plenum chamber respectively. The tower
c.ontains the water storage •tank and the upper
part of the plenum chamber.
Accommodation: 570 men, 52 shower cubicles.

I
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Fie. 6.- MANOR POWlS COLLIERY BATHS,
LANARKSHlRE DISTRICT.
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The first two-storey installation in Scotland, situated in a.
wide loop of the Forth.
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sections being to the rear. On the left (fig. 6)
is the apsidal end of the canteen and the clean
entrance.
The baths were opened on October 28, 1933.
Accommodwt.ion 1,216 m en, 64 shower cubicles..
Cost, £14,209 (including. sewage plant), equivalent to £11 14s. per man 1a.ccommodated.
Cost of canteen £682, from t he district fund.
Architect, J . A. Dempster, A.R.I.B.A.
(To be continued . )
Fie. 5.-ARNlSTON (GORE) COLLIERY BATHS,
LOTHl ANS

Cure for Algae.

The circulative system adopted is calculated to lower upkeep
costs and gives quicker bathing.

CoNSIDERABLE annoyance is caused by the
presence of algal growths in swimming pools, most.
remedies failing to remove phis undesirable pollution. One remedy, however, has achieved con siderable success.
A solution known as
" Exalg::e " is marketed which can be simply
applied to the sides of a bath with brush or
spray, and when dry presents a pure white marble
reflex surface. It is claimed that the solut ion
contains no harmful chemicals, but incorporates
just those constituents which prevent alg::e from
getting a hold . By scrubbing the walls and
bottoms of pools well before filling and thelli
applying two coats of ' ' Exalg::e, '' the best results.
can be obtained.

Cost: £10,900 (including sewage and water
softening plants), equivalent to £ 19 2s. per man
accommodat ed.
Architect: J. A. Dempster, A.R.I.B .A.
Perspective drawing by Leslie Stuart.
Manor Powis Colliery Baths.

This building is situat ed within a wide loop of
the River Forth and commands a fine view of t he
Ochil H ills. Views towards Stirling Castle are
obtained from the canteen windows.
This is the first t wo-storey installation in
111
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NOTES AND NEWS FROM ALL QUARTERS.
Aberdare.

bathing in a green cubicle. There is bathing
accommodation for 160 men at once. Between
the pit clothes locker and the clean clothes
lockers, which are coloured and numbered correspondingly, a one-way traffic system is arranged .
Each of the 2,800 clean lockers and the 2:,800
dirty lockers is connected to a central hot-air
supply which dries the clothes left inside. The
heating of the water for the bathing is done without the use of boilers. Steam from the colliery is
led into two calorifiers, where it passes through
what appears to be a tubed boiler. The heated .
water is led out into five large storage tanks and
reaches the upper storey by its own pressure .

THE urban district council recently applied for
sanction to borrow £3,015 for the purpose of
constructing a swimming bath at Aberaman.

*

.*

*

*

Blaclipool.

THE Baths Committee of the borough council
had before them, at a recent meeting, a model
of a proposed new super swimming pool and sunbathing establishment at North Shore . The
committee also inspected detailed drawings, and
gave instructions for various amendments and
improvements. Information is 'being obtained from
the Continent as to the very latest ideas in attractive features. Mr. Ernst Hoppenberg, of Bremen,
a friend of Mr. J. H. Hollingworth, superintendent of the baths, is giving the committee 'his
assistance, and features at the swimming pools
at Budapest, Copenhagen, Berlin and Holland are
to be considered. The south side of the bath
will be constructed of glass for sunbathing
purposes. Over this solarium will be an open-air
sunbathing terrace. The interior will be in the
form of an amphitheatre, with seating accomodC~.tion for 2 ,000 spectators. The swimming pool
will be 165 ft. long and 60 ft. wide. It is stated
the cost will be over £100 ,000.
Bournemouth.

*

*

-)(-

*

*

*

RECO,\"STRUCTION work, estimated to cost
£5,600, is in progress at the county borough
council's baths.

*

*

*

*

*

A MINISTRY OF HEALTH inquiry into an application for a loan of £65,000 for a bathing pool was
held recently.
The Minister had previously
declined to sanction the scheme on the score of
thC: cost. The application was supported by
several members of the borough council, and was
opposed by other members, the National Citizens'
Union, the Ratepayers' Association, and individual
ratepayers. The borough treasurer presented a
report showing an estimated annual loss of £4,272
on the pool. He said he did not take into account
the effect of the pool on the existing sea bathing
ot· the baths, but he was certain this would be
considerable, because he felt sure that all the
128,000 bathers he had estimated for the pool
would not be new bathers.
It is understood that the Minister of Health has
now declined to sanction the scheme.

·Cardiff.

*

*

Eastbourne.

*

*

*

ONE of the biggest and most up -to-date schemes
of pithead baths is to be constructed at Douglas
Castle Colliery, Douglas, Lanarkshire. They are
to provide accommodation for 300 miners. Messrs .
Wilsons and Clyde, the owners of the colliery,
have chosen a site for the new baths, and plans
are now before the Mines Department architect.Two other schemes are at present in progress, one
at Cardowan, Stepp, and one at Foulshiels.
There are also requests for the erection of baths
at Tannochside / Batten, and Summerlee collieries. Ground has 'been surveyed at Castle Hill,
Carluke, and it is learned that work on the
erection of pithead baths will begin there in a few
weeks time.

A £76,300 baths scheme, the second in order
of cost of three considered, was recommended to
the borough council for approval in principle. This
is based on the scheme referred back by the
council in February. There will be a swimming
bath, 100 ft . by 35 ft., and a spectators' gallery
seating approximately 600 persons, all of whom
will have a clear and uninterrupted view of the
swimming bath, 20 slipper baths for each sex, sun
balconies, sun-ray treatment room, a suite of
Turkish baths and medical baths.

*

*

Douglas, Lanarlishire.

*

Doncaster.

THE new pithead baths at Hatfield Main Colliery
are now complete. The total cost is in the region
of £30,000. The handsometwo-storied building is
built on an L-shaped plan similar to that at Thorne
Colliery, and includes almost every modern device
available. The plan was designed by Mr. C. G.
Kemp , the Miners' Welfare architect. To prevent
any overcrowding, the cubicles are arranged by
colours- a miner with a green pit clothes locke·r

*

*

Haslemere, Surrey.

*

*

THE tender of F. Milton and Sons, Ltd., Witley,
has been accepted for the construction of an openair swimming pool at Stoatley Hall.
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Hounslow, Middlesex.

Ogmore Vale, Glam.

THE Heston-Isleworth Municipal Corporation
is to construct a swimming pool on the Great
West road.

MESSRS. Cory Brothers and Co., Ltd., Cardiff,
owners of the Wyndham Colliery, Ogmore Vale,
in conjunction with the officials of the Miners'
Welfare Fund, have completed preliminary
arrangements for the construction of pithead
baths at the colliery.

*

*

*

*

Hull.

THE new covered Albert-avenue baths, completed at a cost of £38,000, are a reinforced
concrete structure, brick-filled, with suspended
reinforced concrete floors and domed roof. The
:swimming pools are built in reinforced concrete,
lined with a layer of asphalt, the sides finished
with glazed bricks, and the bottom finished
with terrazzo. The surrounds of the pools and
all the dressing cubicle corridors are finished with
non-slip vitreous mosaic, while the cubicles are
made with terrazzo slabs, teak doors and pine
block floors. The large pool is 100 ft . by 35 ft . ,
and varies in depth from 3 ft . 6 in. to 7 ft ., and
the smaller bath is 75 ft. by 35 ft., and varies
in depth from 3ft. to 5 ft. There are 223 dressing
cubicles. The entrances to the pools, from the
cubicles, are through foot baths and showers, so
arranged that it is impossible for intending bathers
to avoid a thorough rinsing before entering the
bath ; also, this arrangement prevents dirt from
-outside being carried on to the bath surround by
boots of patrons.
The above appears in a paper, " Recent Works
in Hull," by Herbert Hamer, M.Inst.C.E.,
F. S. I., cl.ty engineer and surveyor, Kingstonupon-Hull, which was prepared for the member s
-of the Yorkshire district of the Institution of
Municipal and County Engineers, who visited
Hull on May 5.

*

*

Hutton, Lanes.

*

*

THE scheme has now been approved for the provision of a covered swimming pool at the grammar
:school, at an approximate cost of £6,000. The
pool will be 60 ft. by 25 ft . A modern plant for
the continuous filtration, purification, and heating
of the water is included in the schem e , and the
p ool will be available for use throughout th e year.

*

*

Matlock.

*

*

THE opening ceremony took place on June 21
Qf the new open-air swimming pool, believed to 'be
t he first open-air pool in Great Britain constructed
t o t ake ad vantage of a natural spring of thermal
water. The pool is 120 ft. by 42 ft . Round the
pool are facilities for sunbathing , and there are
flood-lighting arrangements for use at night . The
opening ceremony was performed by the Hon.
Mrs. H enn Collins.
New Brighton.*

*

*

*

L ORD LEVERHULME recently opened the swimm ing pool which h as been 'built for the W allasey
County Borough Council at New B righton at a
cost of £90,000.

Roehamp ton .

*

*

*

*

! :

Sm HENRY JACKSON, M .P., opening the new
£20,000 swimming pool, said that it was
equipped with the most up-to-date filtration plant,
instead of the usual chlorination. There was not
the slightest possible danger of any infection.

*

*

*

*

Ryde (I. of W.).

'rHE municipal corporation has accepted the
tender of C. Langdon, Ryde, for the construction
of a swimming pool.
Stockport.

*

*

*

*

A NEW system of :filtration and chlorination
has been installed at the Reddish Baths by the
borough council. At the Central Baths work is
in progress on the enlarging and rebuilding of
the ladies' plunge bath. The bath is being
lengthened by the addition of another 20 ft ., and
when completed will measure 70 ft. by 33 ft.
In addition it has been deepened, and will be the
regulation 6 ft . at the deep end. The new bath
is of reinforced concrete and asphalt faced with
white tiles, and provision is being made for 50
additional dressing boxes on a balcony.
Stroud, Glos.

*

*

*

*

THE urban district council has been recommended to proceed with a scheme for the provision of enclosed baths incorporating a swimming
pool approximately 100 ft . by 32 ft., slipper and
Rhower baths, public galleries, etc.
Tong.

*

*

*

*

THE Cleckheaton Colliery Co.'s miners are to
have a series of pithead baths at the Toftshaw
Moor Colliery, Tong. These will be the first pit head baths in the Bradford area and are being
built by the Miners' \V elf are Committee at a cost
of £ 2, 300. They are something in the nature of
an experiment, being the smallest pithead bat hs
installat.ion as yet provided by th e committee and
are to act as a test as to the practicability of providing the smaller pits with a welcome facility
already afforded at some large collieries on the
chief coal fields . They are more or less a miniature of t he bigger inst allations except that the 15
showers are all in one room instead of in separate
cubicles. Of t he cost, £700 has been provided by
the W est Yorkshire District Welfare F und and th e
rest by the Central Baths Fund of the Miners'
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Welfare Committee, They will be managed by a
committee of eight, equally representing the
employers and the workers.

*

*

*

*

Wakefield.

THE county borough council has applied for
sanction to a loan of £25,000 for the construction
of swimming baths, etc .

*

West Bromwich.

*

*

'l'IIE county borough council has applied for
sanction to borrow £35,023 for the construction of
a sw1mmmg bath and alterations to the existing
baths.

*

*

*

W esthough ton.

AN open-air swimming pool was suggested at
a meeting of the British Legion Institute recently.
As Westhoughton has no public baths, there is
likely to be considerable interest in the suggestion.
Wigan.

*

*

*

THE Baths Committee of the county borough
council has decided to invl.te tenders for new
filtration plants . The committee contemplates the
erection of baths at Pemberton and alterations at
the Wigan baths, which need enlarging.

Wrexham.

*

*

*

*

'l'HE municipal corporation proposes to borrow
£885 for the provision and installation of a filtration and purification plant at the swimming baths,
and for the excavation work required in connection
therewith.

Inquiry Bureau.
(.;onstruction of Swimming Pool.

WITH reference to the query in the May number
of your journal, the following information may
help the inquirer : (1) The actual size of the bath is governed by
a great number of considerations including,
primarily, the ground available and, secondly,
whether it is required to restrict its use to a
comparatively small number of bathers , particularly those using the hotel either as residents or
temporarily for meals , etc., or whether it is also
desired to throw open the pool to the general
public . Probably the latter would not be proposed ,
as it would detract from the enjoyment of the hotel
residents. If required only for the former use, a
bath 75ft. by 25 ft. would be a convenient size..
(2) The cost of the bath itself is, generally
speaking , a compara.t ively small proportion of the
total cost of the scheme, so that it is false econom y
to m ake this too small.
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The cost of excavation can be a very large item,
but can. often be very much reduced by siting the
bath so that only the minimum ground has to be
excavated.
Apart from the cost of excavation, the bath
itself, of the size mentioned, eould be constructed
for approximately £300 to £450, and to this would
have to be added the paving around the bath and
dressing accommodation, if this would be required
additional to any provided in the hotel itself.
The bath would, undoubtedly, be cheapest if
built of reinforced concrete with walls averaging
about 5 in. to 6 in. in thickness.
It should, of course, be realised that after the
bath itself has been constructed and the surround ,
this is a minimum expense, and quite a lot of
additional expense ean be incurred in additional
amenities such as diving stages, chutes, floodlighting, etc., all of which add considerably to the
attraction of the bath.
(3) With reference to the finish of the walls of
the bath , in my experience glazed brick is not
suitable for an open-air bath. It would be much
better (and, incidentally, cheaper) to adopt a
special concrete surface.
In several open-air baths with which I am now
dealing, I have adopted a white semi-glazed concrete s urface which has a very fine appearance and
appears likely to wea.t her well.
(4) If it is proposed to take any water from the
mains it will be ess,e ntial, probably, on economic
grounds, to instal a filtration plant, although if
pure water were available from a stream it might
be possible to dispense with the circulating part
of this and run a continuous stream of water
through the bath .
With reference to maintenance cost, the plant
itself could probably not cost more than 4d. to
6d. per hour, and the only additional cost would
be the wages for an attendant and the cost of an
annual clean.
I shall be glad to give any further information
on any of the above points if required.
WALLACE A. EVANS, A.M.I.Struct.E.
86 Claude-road, Cardiff.
Liverpool.
The Liverpool County Borough Council's Baths
Committee has placed the following contracts:J . Jones and Sons ("Woolton), Ltd., 'Voolton, Liverpool, new baths at Norris Green, £32,529; and new
baths on the Dovecot Estate, £32 ,828. Horseley
Bridge and Thomas Piggott , Ltd., of Tipto11, Staffs,
plant and machinery for both schemes at £6,723 each.
There will be three baths in the Dovecot buildinga swimming pond , 100 ft. by 35 ft.; a beginners' pond ,
45 ft. by 20 ft.; and a diving pond, 35 ft . by 20 ft.
A spectators' balcony will be included. In the Norris
Green scheme provision is mad e for a swimming bath
100 ft . by 35 ft. ; a lea rners' pool 45 ft . by 20 ft . ; a nd
a diving pool 35 ft. by 20 ft. ; and the usual dressing
a nd other facilities.
Land is reserved for a washhouse and slipper baths .

